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Fill in the gaps in the text with one word. More than one answer              

may be possible. 

 
World War 1 
 
Also named the Great War, World War 1 began in 1914 as a             
_____ (1) of a family dispute between the interrelated royal          
families of Europe. The main trigger _____ (2) this conflict, one of            
the largest in the history of the world, was the assessination of            
Archduke Franz Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary in Sarejavo,       
Bosnia. War erupted on _____ (3) of several interlocking alliances          
_____ (4) the great powers of Europe, resulting _____ (5) two           
coalitions; The Triple Entente and The Triple Alliance. Funnily         
_____ (6), these were almost exactly the same alliances that          
ended _____ (7) together for the Second World War. The war           
lasted just over 4 years and ended in the defeat of The Triple             
Alliance, later to be known as The Central Powers. The First           
World War ended with the signing of The Treaty of Versaille,           
demanding that Germany pay outrageous reparations for _____        
(8) role in the conflict. This did not ease tentions in Europe and, in              
fact, just acted as a prelude for The Second World War in 1939. 
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Answers: 
 
World War 1 
 
Also named the Great War, World War 1 began in 1914 as a             
result of a family dispute between the interrelated royal families          
of Europe. The main trigger for this conflict, one of the largest in             
the history of the world, was the assessination of Archduke Franz           
Ferdinand of Austria-Hungary in Sarejavo, Bosnia. War erupted        
on account of several interlocking alliances between the great         
powers of Europe, resulting in two coalitions; The Triple Entente          
and The Triple Alliance. Funnily enough, these were almost         
exactly the same allianced that ended up together for the Second           
World War. The war lasted just over 4 years and ended in the             
defeat of The Triple Alliance, later to be known as The Central            
Powers. The First World War ended with the signing of The           
Treaty of Versaille, demanding that Germany pay outrageous        
reparations for its role in the conflict. This did not ease tentions in             
Europe and, in fact, just acted as a prelude for The Second World             
War in 1939. 
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